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The thermodynamics of point defects is crucial for determining the functional properties of vari-
ous materials. Typically, defect stability is assessed using grand-canonical defect formation energy,
which requires deducing the equilibrium chemical potential or Fermi level that governs atom and
electron exchange with the environment. This process is complicated by the interplay of chemi-
cal potential and Fermi level and their dependence on composition and temperature. Typically,
the grand-canonical formation energy is incorporated as an additional term to the bulk Gibbs en-
ergy, creating a defect-centric framework where each new defect state necessitates a distinct Gibbs
energy formulation. The calculation of phase diagrams (CALPHAD) method offers a more flexi-
ble alternative by integrating defect energies into the total Gibbs energy model, allowing for eas-
ier extrapolation to more complex compositions. Additionally, CALPHAD unifies the analysis of
chemically and electronically driven defects using chemical composition as the primary variable.
However, the Compound Energy Formalism (CEF) used in CALPHAD has limitations, including
a lack of clear connections between defect formation energies and Gibbs energy parameters and
an exponential increase in complexity with added chemical or charge variations. We present the
theoretical derivation of the Defect Energy Formalism (DEF), which we have recently proposed.
DEF overcomes the limitations of CEF by establishing explicit relationships between the absolute
defect energies—independent of chemical potential or Fermi level—and the Gibbs energy parameters
of defective compounds. This results in a first-principles model for dilute defects, eliminating the
need for model fitting to experimental or simulation data. Additionally, DEF reduces the inherent
complexity of CEF by applying the superposition of absolute defect energies, making it feasible
for modeling multi-component and chemically complex compounds. This paper presents a formal,
general derivation of DEF and offers guidelines for its application, promising more accurate and
efficient thermodynamic modeling of defective materials.

I. INTRODUCTION

Thermodynamics of point defects determines the
functional properties of many materials in several
applications, from semiconductors (thermoelectrics1–6,
photovoltaics7–15) to insulators (optical materials16–23,
ion-conducting materials22,24–28, non-stoichiometric
materials28–32). The thermodynamics of isolated defects
in solids is well-established through formation energies,
typically defined as the excess grand-potential energy
in a grand-canonical ensemble, offering a defect-centric
perspective33–35. First principles methods like density
functional theory (DFT) have significantly advanced,
enabling precise calculations of formation energies for
various point defects (vacancies, interstitials, antisites)
across different charge states36–41. In this defect-centric
approach, the defect formation free energy is considered
an additional contribution to the total free energy,
expressed as (G = G(bulk) + ∆Gdefect). However,
this method is inherently system-specific, requiring the
determination of a new ∆Gdefect term for each new
composition or higher-order multi-component system.
The CALPHAD approach offers an adaptable alterna-
tive by incorporating the influence of defects directly
into the comprehensive description of total free energy
rather than treating them as isolated excess terms.

In this framework, defects are introduced as distinct
entities that interact with other components, such as
chemical elements. Their impact on the Gibbs energy is
integrated into interaction parameters within the CAL-
PHAD model. CALPHAD’s hierarchical formulation
enables straightforward extrapolation to higher-order
multi-component systems. For instance, interaction
parameters initially determined for a binary compound
can be leveraged to predict free energy across other
compositions, including ternary compounds.

The CALPHAD method for collecting, reporting,
and computing thermodynamic data has been hugely
successful both in industry and academia, leading to
the rapid development of metal alloys for numerous
applications42–53. For ordered ionic compounds and
semiconductors, the compound energy formalism (CEF)
has often been utilized54–59, which divides the lattice
into different sublattices. Each sublattice can host vari-
ous constituents (e.g., chemical element or vacancy). An
“end member” represents a specific combination of these
constituents on the sublattices, where each constituent
exclusively occupies one sublattice. CEF formulates
the Gibbs energy using these end members as the pri-
mary first-order parameters, while higher-order parame-
ters characterize interactions among constituents within
individual sublattices58. Defective compounds (e.g., non-
stoichiometric oxides) can be recognized in CEF by defin-
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FIG. 1. Linear Mapping Principle underlying DEF.
Comparing CEF and DEF for thermodynamic modeling of
dilute Ni vacancies in Ni1–δO. The schematic Gibbs energy
is given by the blue curve, approximated in CALPHAD using
interpolation of end-member parameters. Traditional CEF
uses the fully defective end-member, which in this case is O,
and effectively approximates the blue curve with the red line,
which greatly underestimates the G of NiO with dilute Ni
vacancies. The DEF method, in contrast, approximates the
blue curve with the green line derived from the slope as it
approaches the pristine compound (‘dilute limit’). The DEF
provides a much more accurate estimate of G in the compo-
sition region pertinent to dilute defect concentrations.

ing point defects as constituents on the relevant sublat-
tice. For example, non-stoichiometry of Ni1–δO can be
defined as (Ni, Vac)(O) (see Figure I).

We have identified two bottlenecks in CEF that
limit its application in describing defective compounds.
Firstly, there lacks a clear connection between defect for-
mation energies and the CEF parameters of Gibbs en-
ergy. While previous studies33,58,60–62 have hinted at con-
nections between defect formation energies and Gibbs en-
ergies of end members, a systematic relationship remains
elusive. Consequently, most studies use a standard “as-
sessment” approach, fitting parameters to available ex-
perimental and computational data. This approach lim-
its model development to specific material and thermody-
namic ranges (temperatures, compositions) where data is
accessible, hindering the creation of first-principles mod-
els. Even studies using first-principles DFT to com-
pute defect formation energies typically use these values
merely as starting points for fitting assessments to ex-
perimental data62–66, rather than as direct inputs into
Gibbs energy formulation. Secondly, the number of pa-
rameters in the CEF Gibbs energy formulation grows ex-
ponentially with added chemical or charge complexity
(e.g., doped impurities, alloying components, or charged
defects). CEF includes all potential end members as in-
dependent parameters, making it excessively intricate for
multi-component and chemically complex compounds, as
well as for describing charge carriers such as holes and

free electrons. This computational complexity has con-
strained existing models of defective semiconductors and
insulators to a limited set of binary examples where ex-
perimental data exists, so the model can ultimately be
fit to experimental data (e.g., GaAs67, CdTe61, UO2

68,
PbSe64, PbX (X=S,Te)65,66, ZnS69, ZnO62).

To address the existing limitations of CEF, we theo-
retically derive the Defect Energy Formalism (DEF) as
a special case of CEF for CALPHAD thermodynamics
of dilute defects. For formulating the Gibbs energy of
a defective compound, DEF applies two main principles
pertinent to dilute defects:

First is the linear mapping of defect formation energies
along chemical composition, inspired by an earlier study
by Anand et al70, showing that the projection of a defec-
tive compound energy to its constituent species on the
convex hull reflects the defect formation energy. Here,
we evolve this concept to establish the physics-based re-
lationship between DEF end members and defect forma-
tion energies. Additionally, we show that the Boltzmann
statistics of dilute charge carriers naturally arise in the
DEF formalism, similar to the CEF formalism. Figure
I illustrates the concept of defining DEF end-members
from the projection of the defect formation energy on
the convex hull to its constituent species. This concept
underlies the principle of linear mapping, as implemented
in DEF and detailed in this work.

Second is applying the superposition principle to the
Gibbs energy of DEF end-members containing multiple
defects, offering a computationally efficient framework
by reducing the number of independent end-members
in the sublattice model. In a system with s sublat-
tices, each hosting Ns constituents, the number of CEF
end-members equals

∏
s Ns, whereas for DEF it equals∑

s Ns. In simpler terms, DEF simplifies the complex-
ity of CEF parameters from a combinatorial factor of
single-defect end-members to a summation. This re-
duction stems naturally from the superposition princi-
ples applicable to dilute defects, unlike CEF, which han-
dles arbitrary constituent mixing on each sublattice. A
DEF end-member with multiple defects describes a com-
pound hosting non-interacting, isolated defects, unlike
CEF, where an end-member with multiple defects corre-
sponds to “fictitious” end members with unrealistically
high concentrations of interacting defects (see Figure I).

In a recent study, we introduced DEF and demon-
strated its application, confirming its feasibility71. Here,
we present a formal derivation of the DEF applicable
to any type of point defects (vacancies, interstitials, and
anti-sites), offering guidelines for constructing DEF mod-
els for any materials and combinations of dilute point
defects. The organization of this paper is as follows: In
section II, we derive the DEF formulation for defective
compounds with neutral defects, detailing the derivation
of DEF end-member Gibbs energy in section IIA and the
construction of DEF sublattice models in sections II B
and IIC. In section III, we derive the DEF formulation
for defective compounds with charged defects, followed
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by constructing a DEF sublattice model in section IIIA.
Section IV presents general guidelines for constructing
DEF for any compounds and combinations of defects.

II. DEFECT ENERGY FORMALISM FOR
NEUTRAL DEFECTS

The DEF construct is a modified version of the stan-
dard CEF, seen as a special case with specific con-
straints on the mixing behavior of its constituents. A
phase in DEF is divided into one, two or more sub-
lattices, labeled s, each containing Ns constituents.
For instance, (A,C)p(B,D,E)q represents a typical two-
sublattice model where A and C mix on the first sub-
lattice and B, D, and E mix on the second, with p and
q as stoichiometric coefficients for a formula unit con-
taining p + q atoms. In a typical CEF model, each sub-
lattice can mix multiple primary constituents at arbi-
trary ranges. In DEF, however, defect concentrations
remain in the dilute range, so defects are considered
secondary constituents. Here, we focus on DEF mod-
els where each sublattice hosts one primary constituent
(an atomic species) and multiple defects (e.g., vacancies,
anti-sites, or interstitials) as secondary constituents, such
as (A,Vac,B)p(B,A)q for A-vacancy and B-antisite, and
A-antisite. End-members represent phases with only one
constituent per sublattice. Within the DEF construct,
one end-member corresponds to defect-free ordered com-
pounds with each sublattice hosting primary constituents
(e.g., (A)p(B)q), while others are defective compounds
with at least one defect constituent on a sublattice (e.g.,
(Vac)p(B)q). Despite appearing as nonphysical due to
the notation showing high defect concentrations (e.g.,
(Vac)p(B)q), defective end-members in DEF actually cor-
respond to physical compounds with dilute defect con-
centrations (see Figure I).

The constitution of a DEF phase is described by the
site fractions of each constituent J on each sublattice s,
denoted by ysJ . The summation of constituents’ site frac-
tions on each sublattice yields 1, or

∑
J ysJ = 1. The con-

tent of each component I per formula unit is then related
to the site fractions on individual sublattices according
to the following equation (see equation 4 in Ref.58):

XI =

∑
s a

sysI∑
s a

s (1− ysvac)
(1)

where as is the stoichiometry coefficient of sublattice s.
The compositionXI denotes the composition of a compo-
nent per formula unit of atoms and not per site. There-
fore, it directly relates to the composition space in a typi-
cal convex hull or phase diagram. We refer to the compo-
sition space as the X-space and the constitution of DEF
site fractions as the Y -space.
The Gibbs energy per formula unit of the DEF phase,

Guf, is defined by the surface of reference energy Gs.r.
uf

along with the ideal mixing entropy, following the CEF
(see equations 1 and 2 in Ref.58). Here, Gs.r.

uf is a linear

interpolation of end-member Gibbs energies, 0Gend, as
follows:

Gfu = Gs.r.
fu + kT

∑
s

∑
J

asysJ ln(ysJ)

Gs.r.
fu =

∑
end-members

0Gend

∏
s

ysJ
(2)

where k and T denote the Boltzmann constant and tem-
perature, respectively. In the Gs.r.

uf formula, the summa-
tion runs over all end members, and the product runs over
all sublattices in the DEF model. For each end-member,
J consists only of the constituents corresponding to that
end-member. In DEF, we do not include the excess Gibbs
energy term, commonly denoted as EG in a typical CEF
model. This is because at dilute defect concentrations,
the primary constituent and secondary defects mix like
an ideal solution, where each added defect reduces the
number of solvent atoms, making chemical activity pro-
portional to chemical composition (i.e., Raoult’s law for
dilute solutions). Therefore, the only parameters of the
Gibbs energy are the end-members, 0Gend.
The grand canonical formation energy for a neutral

defect is defined as

∆Hd = Edef − Epristine −
∑
i

∆Niµi (3)

where Edef and Epristine denote the energies of the de-
fective and pristine structures, respectively, ∆Ni is the
number of atoms of species i added to or removed from
the defective structure (e.g., +1 for interstitials, -1 for
vacancies) and µi is the chemical potential of the species
i. The defect formation energy depends on the chemical
equilibrium condition through the last term, which mea-
sures the chemical work associated with the exchange of
an atomic species between the host compound and the
chemical reservoir. The chemical potential of species i
is equal in both the host compound and the chemical
reservoir, as dictated by the condition of chemical equi-
librium.
We relate the grand-canonical formation energy from

equation 3 to the DEF end-member Gibbs energy, 0Gend,
from equation 2, inspired by Anand et al.’s graphical
representation of defect formation energy on the con-
vex hull70. They showed that projecting the defective
compound formation energy relative to the (extended)
convex hull onto its constituent species gives the defect
formation energy of equation 3. Their derivation applies
to any chemical equilibrium condition, such as the co-
existence of defective ApBqwith A-vacancy and pure A.
In the CALPHAD framework, equilibrium is determined
by common tangents on the convex hull. Therefore, the
chemical potential of A-vacancy formation in a binary
ApBqcompound (without other defects) is derived from
the B-rich condition, indicated by the common tangent
at the defective compound’s composition. In section IIA,
we show that when the absolute defect energy is projected
onto the convex hull’s relevant endpoint and adjusted to
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a unified reference energy, it becomes independent of the
chemical potential. This energy, independent of chem-
ical potential, directly relates to the DEF end-member
Gibbs energy. In sections II B and IIC, we demonstrate
the construction of DEF for various defective compounds
with neutral point defects.

A. From defect formation energies on the convex
hull to DEF end-member

In this section, we convert the defect formation en-
ergy, projected onto the convex hull endpoint, to the
DEF Gibbs energy of defective end members. Anand
et al. illustrated how to obtain the grand-canonical de-
fect formation energy, ∆Hd from equation 3, by pro-
jecting the defective structure’s formation energy dis-
tance relative to the (extended) convex hull onto the
relevant endpoint70(see Figure 2(a) and (b)). Here, in-
stead of a general chemical equilibrium condition, we im-
pose the chemical equilibrium condition from the convex
hull’s common tangent so that no extended convex hull
is considered. Also, we project the absolute defect en-
ergy instead of the convex hull distance and unify all
energies, including formation energies of defective and
pristine compounds and the absolute defect energy us-
ing a common reference energy. This unification is cru-
cial for mapping defect formation energies onto DEF end
members, showing that the DEF defective end-member
Gibbs energy is directly related to a chemical-potential-
independent absolute defect energy.

Considering ApBqwith p + q atoms in its primitive
cell, the formation energies of the pristine and defective
compounds (∆Hp

f and ∆Hd
f ) are defined with reference

to their pure states. We reformulate the defect forma-
tion energy of equation 3 in terms of ∆Hp

f and ∆Hd
f .

If the total energies of the defective (Edef) and pristine
(Epristine) structures are calculated for a supercell with l
times more atoms than the primitive cell , the formation
energies (per atom) of the defective and pristine struc-
tures are defined as

∆Hd
f =

Edef − lpµ0
A − lqµ0

B −
∑

∆Niµ
0
i

l(p+ q) +
∑

∆Ni

∆Hp
f =

Epristine − lpµ0
A − lqµ0

B

l(p+ q)

(4)

where µ0
A and µ0

B are the chemical potential (reference
energy) of elements A and B in their standard state. µ0

i

is the reference chemical potential of species i added or
removed to form the defect, for example, A for an A
interstitial in ApBq. Rewriting the defect formation en-
ergy of equation 3 in terms of the formation energies of
the defective and pristine structures yields the following

equation:

∆Hd =

(
Edef −

∑
i

∆Niµi

)
− Epristine

=
(
l(p+ q) +

∑
∆Ni

) [
∆Hd

f −∆Hp
f

]
+
∑

∆Ni∆Hp
f −

∑
∆Ni∆µi

(5)

Anand et al. used a different formulation of equation 5
(Eq. 10 in Ref.70) to show that the projection of the
convex hull distance of a defective compound, ECH in
Figure 2, to the corresponding end on the convex hull (i
end) is equal to the defect formation energy ∆Hd. This
∆Hd is chemical potential dependent. The equilibrium
chemical potential is determined by the common tangent
at the defective phase composition. As shown in Figure
2 (a) and (b) changes in the convex hull and the result-
ing common tangent affect both ∆Hd and ∆µi. How-
ever, DEF end-member Gibbs energies 0Gend must be
chemical-potential-independent and well-defined regard-
less of Gibbs energy changes in competing phases. There-
fore, instead of projecting ECH, which varies with the en-
vironment’s chemical potential, we project the chemical-
potential independent value ∆Hd

f − ∆Hp
f , we call the

absolute defect energy (see Figure 2 (a,b)). Note that
∆Hd

f −∆Hp
f measures the absolute defect energy of the

defective compound relative to the pristine compound,
setting the defect-free ApBqas the reference state, unlike
ECH, which measures the distance between the defective
compound and the chemical potential energy line (con-
vex hull common tangent). By rearranging equation 5,
we project ∆Hd

f −∆Hp
f onto its corresponding endpoint

as follows

∆Hd +
∑

∆Ni∆µi −
∑

∆Ni∆Hp
f

=

fd
i︷ ︸︸ ︷(

l(p+ q) +
∑

∆Ni

) [
∆Hd

f −∆Hp
f

] (6)

As shown in Ref.70, fd
i is the projection factor that

projects ECH, and similarly ∆Hd
f − ∆Hp

f , to the i-end
on the convex hull. Figure 2 illustrates this projection
for a defective ApBqwith an A-vacancy. According to
equation 6, the projection on the A-end is −(∆HA-vac −
∆µA+∆Hp

f ) with ∆NA = −1. The negative sign in front
of the parenthesis arises from the A-vacancy projection
factor, fA-vac

i , which inverts the absolute defect energy
direction when projected onto the opposite side relative
to the ApBqcomposition (see Figure 2). As we elaborate
later in section II B, the A-vacancy defective compound
corresponds to Vac:B DEF end-member and must be pro-
jected to the B-end. Accordingly, the B-end projection is
p
q (∆HA-vac−∆µA+∆Hp

f ) =
p
q (∆HA-vac)+∆µB −∆Hp

f

(see Figure 2(a,b)). Note that ∆µA and ∆µB are re-
lated according to p

p+q∆µA + q
p+q∆µB = ∆Hp

f . Al-

though ∆Hd and
∑

∆Ni∆µi (left hand side of equa-
tion 6) vary with chemical potential, their sum does
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FIG. 2. Formation energy per atom convex hull. a,b) Graphical representation of an A-vacancy formation energy and chemical
potential change for model (a)A-ApBq-B and (b) A-ApBq-AB3-B convex hulls. The equilibrium chemical condition is deter-
mined by the common tangent line at the defective compound composition, ApBq+B coexistence line for (a) and ApBq+AB3

coexistence line for (b). The formation energy of the defect-free ApBqand defective ApBqare shown by the black square and blue
circle, respectively. ECH denotes the convex-hull distance, defined as the distance of the defective structure above the convex
hull (see Ref.70). The common tangent lines determining the chemical potential condition are shown by bold red lines. Defect
lines connecting the defective and pristine formation energies are shown by blue lines. The projection of ECH and common
tangent line onto the A-end give the grand-canonical defect formation energy and chemical potential of A, respectively. The
absolute defect energy, ∆Hd

f −∆Hp
f , and its projections on the A-end and B-end are shown by yellow arrows. c,d) Graphical

representation of adjusting the projected absolute defect energies to the common SER reference line for (c) A-ApBq-B and (d)
A-ApBq-AB3-B convex hulls. The projected absolute energies and the adjustment energies are all independent of the convex
hull shape and, therefore, the equilibrium chemical conditions determined by it.

not. Replacing ∆Hd from equation 3 into equation
6 results in ∆Hd +

∑
∆Ni∆µi = Edef − Epristine −∑

∆Niµ
0
i = ∆Edef −

∑
∆Niµ

0
i , a value that is inde-

pendent of the chemical potential of the coexistence con-
dition. ∆Edef is the difference between the total energy
of the defective and pristine structures, commonly ob-

tained through DFT total energy calculations. ∆Edef

is chemical-potential-independent and needs to be cal-
culated only once for a defective structure, regardless of
its equilibrium conditions or coexistence with competing
phases.

Aside from projecting to the relevant end-point, we
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FIG. 3. Formation energy per atom convex hull. Graphical representation of the absolute defect energy for a) B-interstitial
and b) B-antisite in an A-ApBq-B convex hull.

need to unify the reference energy between ∆Hp
f , ∆Hd

f ,
and the projection of equation 6. The reference state for
∆Hp

f and ∆Hd
f is the stable element reference (SER),

as shown in Figure 2(c,d)) and equation 4. Accordingly,
the projection of ∆Hd

f − ∆Hp
f (equation 6), referenced

to the pristine compound, must be adjusted to the SER.
Additionally, we must convert the projection on the con-
vex hull from per atom values to per formula unit val-
ues to describe the DEF end-member Gibbs energy (see
equation 2). These adjustments will convert the B-end
projection of ApBqwith an A-vacancy to the DEF Vac:B
end-member as

0GVac:B = q[

B-end projection of A-vac︷ ︸︸ ︷
p

q
(∆HA-vac −∆µA︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆EA-vac+µ0
A

+∆Hp
f )+

Adjustment to SER︷ ︸︸ ︷
∆Hp

f + µ0
B ]

= p∆EA-vac +

0GA:B︷ ︸︸ ︷
pµ0

A + qµ0
B + (p+ q)∆Hp

f

(7)

The conversion approach between the absolute defect
energy and DEF end-member Gibbs energy, detailed in
this section, applies to any type of point defect. For
example, for a B-interstitial defect in ApBq(i.e., ∆NB =
+1), in a three-sublattice model (A)p(B)q(Vac, B)m , the
DEF end-member corresponds to the B-end projection of
the absolute defect energy ∆Hd

f −∆Hp
f , which according

to equation 6 is ∆HBi +∆µB−∆Hp
f = ∆EBi−µ0

B−∆Hp
f

(see Figure 3(a)). Adjusting to SER and per formula unit
results in m(∆EBi −µ0

B−∆Hp
f +∆Hp

f +µ0
B) = m∆EBi .

We construct all defective DEF end-members with re-
spect to the defect-free compound ApBq, ensuring that
the mapping between the convex hull composition and

DEF constitution space is physical in the dilute defect
range. As detailed in sections II B and IIC, the pris-
tine compound forms the origin of the DEF constitu-
tion space. In other words, the projected absolute defect
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FIG. 4. Superposition principle underlying DEF.
Superposition of the projected absolute defect energies to
obtain DEF end-member Gibbs energies, illustrated for
(A,Vac)(B,Vac)(Vaci,Ai). As detailed in section IIC, the axes
of the constitutional cube are formed by the A-vacancy, B-
vacancy, and A-interstitial defect lines, shown by the blue,
brown, and orange lines, respectively. The Gibbs energy of
the DEF end-members on the constitutional cube is obtained
from the superposition of the projected absolute defect ener-
gies, illustrated by defect basis vectors, onto the pristine end-
member Gibbs energy, illustrated by the black square point.
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energies measure the energy of defective end-members
with respect to the pristine compound. Accordingly,
the Gibbs energy of the pristine end-member must be
added to all defective end-members. Therefore, for B-
interstitial defects in ApBq,

0GA:B:Bi = 0GA:B:Vac +
m∆EBi . The case of vacancies is slightly different. For
example, for a defective ApBqwith A-vacancy defects,
the defective end-member can be described as 0GVac:B =
0GA:B − 0GA:Vac =

0GA:B − 0GA:B + 0GVac:B. Note that
the second equation gives the projection on the B-end;
thus, the first two terms cancel out. The first equation
gives the flipped projection on A-end for A-vacancy de-
tailed in Ref.70 (see Figure 2).

For a B-antisite defect, the defective end-member en-
ergy can be described as

0GB:B = 0GA:B − 0GA:Vac +
0GB:Vac

=

DEF origin︷ ︸︸ ︷
0GA:B +

B-end projection of A-vac︷ ︸︸ ︷
(−0GA:B + 0GVac:B)

+

B-end projection of B-interstitial︷ ︸︸ ︷
0GB:Vac

= 0GA:B + p∆EVacA + p∆EBi

(8)

Note that 0GVac:B indicates the end-member containing
A-vacancy, while 0GB:Vac shows the end-member contain-
ing B-interstitial. Therefore, a B-antisite defect can be
considered a combination of these two individual defects
(see Figure 3(b)).

For DEF end-members containing multiple defects, the
superposition principle can be directly applied to the
projected absolute defect energies. For example, for the
Vac:Vac end-member, the absolute defect energy projec-
tions on the B-end and A-end are simply added so that:

0GVac:Vac =

DEF origin︷ ︸︸ ︷
0GA:B +

B-end projection of A-vac︷ ︸︸ ︷
(−0GA:B + 0GVac:B)

+

A-end projection of B-vac︷ ︸︸ ︷
(−0GA:B + 0GA:Vac)

= 0GA:B + p∆EA-vac + q∆EB-vac

(9)

Similarly, the Vac:Vac:Ai in the three-sublattice model
can be described as (see Figure 4)

0GVac:Vac:Ai =

DEF origin︷ ︸︸ ︷
0GA:B +

B-end projection of A-vac︷ ︸︸ ︷
(−0GA:B + 0GVac:B)

+

A-end projection of B-vac︷ ︸︸ ︷
(−0GA:B + 0GA:Vac) +

A-end projection of B-interstitial︷ ︸︸ ︷
0GVac:Vac:Ai

= 0GA:B + p∆EA-vac + q∆EB-vac +m∆EBi

(10)

The general derivation of the DEF end-member Gibbs
energy aligns with our earlier derivation of DEF in Ref.71

as shown in Appendix A for an example vacancy defect.
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FIG. 5. Mapping of the constitutional square for the
(A,Vac)(B,Vac) DEF model, formed by (1 − y1

vac)-(1 − y2
vac)

axes, into the mole fraction composition XB . XB = 1 and
XB = 0 lines are shown by thick green and orange lines, re-
spectively.

B. AB compound with dilute A-vacancy and
B-vacancy

In this section, we first derive the mapping between the
composition space in a standard convex hull, X, and the
constitutional space defined by the site fractions of con-
stituents in the DEF sublattice model, Y , for the AB bi-
nary compound with dilute neutral vacancies, described
by a two-sublattice model as (A,Vac)(B,Vac). The con-
stitutional square consists of two axes, y1vac and y2vac,
denoting the site fractions of vacancies in the first and
second sublattices, respectively. Within each sublattice,
the total site fractions of distinct constituents equal one.
Hence the site fractions of A and B, y1A and y1B, follow
1−y1vac = y1A and 1−y2vac = y1B. Therefore, the constitu-
tional space of the two-sublattice model has two degrees
of freedom. On the other hand, the composition of mole
fractions of components in the X space for a binary sys-
tem has one degree of freedom. The X-composition of
each component A or B per formula unit (or per mole
of formula unit) can be related to the DEF site fractions
using the following equations (see equation 1),

XA =
y1A

y1A + y1B
=

1− y1vac
(1− y1vac) + (1− y2vac)

XB =
y1B

y1A + y1B
=

1− y2vac
(1− y1vac) + (1− y2vac)

(11)

which provides the functional mapping between X and
Y . As shown in Figure 6(a), the mapping expands the 1-
dimensional X-space, associated with two defects lines,
A-vacancy, and B-vacancy, into the 2-dimensional con-
stitutional square Y . In other words, the non-parallel
A-vacancy and B-vacancy lines form the orthogonal ba-
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Vac:Vac

A:B Vac:B

A:Vac

XB<XA

XB>XA

0

X
B =X

A

1-yvac
1 

1-yvac
2

Vac:Vac

A:B Vac:B

A:Vac

0

1-yvac
1 

1-yvac
2 

ΔEVacA

0GA:B = μA
0+μΒ

0+2ΔHAB

ΔEVacB

a) b)

ΔEVacB

ΔEVacA

FIG. 6. Mapping the composition and formation energy from a model convex hull (A-AB-B) to the constitutional square of
a two-sublattice DEF model for A-vacancy and B-vacancy, (A, Vac)(B, Vac).Formation energies of defect-free AB (∆HAB),
defective AB with A-vacancy, and defective AB with B-vacancy are represented by the black square, blue circle, and brown
diamond, respectively. The defect lines for A-vacancy and B-vacancy are indicated by the blue and brown lines, respectively.
(a) Graphic representation of the mapping between XB on the convex hull and the constitutional square of the two-sublattice
model. Physically relevant XB values for A-vacancy lie on the AB-B side (B-rich), colored green, and for B-vacancy lie on
the A-AB side (A-rich), colored pink. The corresponding areas on the constitutional square for A-vacancy and B-vacancy are
colored green and pink, respectively. (b) Graphic representation of the mapping between absolute defect energies, ∆EVacA and
∆EVacB, and DEF end-members’ Gibbs energies. These defect energies measure the Gibbs energy of defective end-members
relative to the pristine end-member A:B, as detailed in Section IIA.

sis vectors for the Y-space.

As shown in Figure 5, each line on the (1− y1vac)-(1−
y2vac) constitutional square maps into one point on XB .
The line at y1vac = 1 corresponds to XB = 1 and the line
at y2vac = 1 corresponds to XB = 0. The diagonal line
at y1vac = y2vac corresponds to XB = 1

2 . On these three
lines exist 4 special points, constituting the end-members
at y1vac = 1, y2vac = 0, corresponding to the Vac:B end-
member, y1vac = 0, y2vac = 1, corresponding to the A:Vac
end-member, y1vac = 0, y2vac = 0, corresponding to the
A:B end-member, and y1vac = 1, y2vac = 1, corresponding
to the Vac:Vac end-member (see Figure 6 and 5). Note
that at y1vac = 1, y2vac = 1, XB is ill-defined and this point
sits at the intersection of all constant XB contour lines
(see Figure 5).

As illustrated in Figure 6(a), the AB-B segment of
XB , which includes the A-vacancy defect line extend-
ing from pristine AB to B (AB→B) corresponds to the
top-right triangular region within the Y -square. This re-
gion includes any combination of y1vac and y2vac as long as
y1vac ≥ y2vac. However, only the top edge of the Y -square
(or line y2vac = 0) corresponds to the A-vacancy defect

line on the convex hull as it physically connects to an
A-vacancy, forming A1–δB in dilute ranges, without B-
vacancy defects. Therefore, we map the A-vacancy line
on the AB→B segment of XB to the y2vac = 0 line in the
constitutional square, as shown by the blue line in Fig-
ure 6(a). Similarly, the A-AB segment of XB , which in-
cludes the B-vacancy defect line extending from pristine
AB to A, corresponds to the bottom-left triangular region
within the Y -square. The only line on this triangle with a
one-on-one mapping to B-vacancy without an A-vacancy
is y1vac = 0, forming the second basis vector of the Y
constitutional square (orange line in Figure 6(a)). The
vertices of the constitutional square, Y , constitute the
DEF end-members, for which there is a one-on-one cor-
respondence to X according to equation 11; A:B defined
at y1vac = 1, y2vac = 0 (the origin of the Y -space) maps to
XB = 1

2 or AB compound composition, Vac:B defined at

y1vac = 1, y2vac = 0 maps to XB = 1 or B-end of the con-
vex hull, and A:Vac defined at y1vac = 0, y2vac = 1 maps
to XB = 0 or A-end of the convex hull. XB for Vac:Vac
(y1vac = 1, y2vac = 1) is ill-defined. However, the Vac:Vac
point in Y sits at the intersections of all X-constant con-
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tours (or level lines) (see Figure 5) and, therefore, can
be arbitrarily defined as the summation of any X point.
We define Vac:Vac as the sum of A:B, A:Vac and Vac:B
which aligns with the superposition principle in the con-
text of dilute defects (see equation 9).

As the mapping between XB and DEF end-members is
established, we can relate DEF end-member Gibbs ener-
gies (per formula unit for AB) to defect absolute energies
according to the procedure detailed in Section IIA, and
shown in Figure 6(b)

0GA:B = µ0
A + µ0

B + 2∆HAB
f

0GA:Vac =
0GA:B +∆EB-vacancy

0GVac:B = 0GA:B +∆EA-vacancy

0GVac:Vac =
0GA:B +∆EB-vacancy +∆EA-vacancy (12)

The DEF end-members Gibbs energies for a general
binary compound ApBqis related to the absolute defect
energies by

0GA:B = pµ0
A + qµ0

B + (p+ q)∆HAB
f

0GA:Vac =
0GA:B + q∆EB-vacancy

0GVac:B = 0GA:B + p∆EA-vacancy

0GVac:Vac =
0GA:B + p∆EA-vacancy + q∆EB-vacancy

(13)

The above equations follow the superposition principle
underlying the thermodynamic conditions for individual
isolated defects at dilute ranges, aligned with the DEF
construct for dilute defects. For example, the Gibbs en-
ergy of Vac:Vac end-member (an end-member contain-
ing multiple defects) is the sum of the formation ener-
gies of both A-vacancy and B-vacancy (see equation 9).
This represents a defective compound containing both A-
vacancy and B-vacancy defects at dilute concentrations.
The DEF end-member Gibbs energies from equation 13
can be substituted into equation 2 to obtain the Gibbs
energy per formula unit of the defective compound.

C. AB compound with dilute A-vacancy,
B-vacancy, and A-interstitial

Here, we describe the DEF for the binary AB com-
pound with dilute ranges of neutral vacancies and a self-
interstitial defect, described by a three-sublattice model
as (A,Vac)(B,Vac)(Vaci,Ai). The first and second sub-
lattices contain the A and B substitutional sites, hosting
A, B, or vacancy defects, while the third sublattice con-
tains interstitial sites, primarily occupied by vacancies
and host secondary A-interstitial defects. The constitu-
tional space (or Y -space) with 3 sublattices forms a cube
with eight end-members (or eight vertices). As shown in
Figure 7(a), the constitutional cube is formed by three
axes (or three degrees of freedom), y1vac, y

2
vac, and y3

Ai ,
denoting the site fractions of A- and B- vacancies and

A-interstitial in the first, second, and third sublattices,
respectively. Each of the non-parallel defect lines (A-
vacancy, B-vacancy, or A-interstitial), all intersecting at
the AB point on the convex hull, form one axis of the
constitutional cube in the Y -space (see Figure 7(a)). The
point of intersection, or the A:B:Vaci serves as the origin
for the Y -constitutional cube.
The X-composition of each component A or B per for-

mula unit is related to the DEF site fractions using the
following equations (see equation 1).

XA =
y1A + y3

Ai

y1A + y1B + y3
Ai

=
(1− y1vac) + y3

Ai

(1− y1vac) + (1− y2vac) + y3
Ai

XB =
y1B

y1A + y1B + y3
Ai

=
1− y2vac

(1− y1vac) + (1− y2vac) + y3
Ai

(14)

which provide the mapping between the X- and Y -
spaces. The mapping expands the 1-dimensionalX-space
associated with three defects lines, A-vacancy, B-vacancy,
and A-interstitial, into a 3-dimensional constitutional
cube, as shown in Figure 7(a). Figure 8 illustrates the
XB-constant contours (or level planes) on the Y -space
(or constitutional cube of the DEF model). As shown
in Figure 8, each plane on the (1 − y1vac)-(1 − y2vac)-y

3
Ai

constitutional cube maps into one point on XB . The face
plane at y2vac = 1 corresponds to XB = 0, and the body
diagonal plane, formed by y1vac = y2vac and 1− y2vac = y3

Ai

lines, corresponds to XB = 1
2 . The plane corresponding

to XB = 1 collapses into the line at y1vac = 1 and y3
Ai = 0.

Note that the plane at y3
Ai = 0 replicates the composition

square for the (A,Vac)(B,Vac) model detailed in section
II B.
To map the defect formation energy from the con-

vex hull to the corresponding end-member Gibbs energy,
0Gend , on the constitutional cube, we first identify the
physically relevant lines on the Y -cube to the XB values
for each defect line. As shown in Figure 7(a), both the
B-vacancy and A-interstitial defect lines lie on the A-AB
side of XB on the convex hull and, as expected by the
X-Y mapping of equation 14, their physically relevant
Y -lines span over the XB < XA region on the Y -cube
(colored red in Figure 7(a)). On the other hand, the A-
vacancy defect line lies on the AB-B side of XB , and thus
its physically relevant Y -line maps into the XB > XA re-
gion on the Y -cube (colored green in Figure 7(a)). As
shown in Figure7(a), the lines at y2vac = 0 and y3

Ai = 0,

y1vac = 0 and y3
Ai = 0, and y2vac = 0 and y1vac = 0, corre-

sponds to the physically relevant Y -value for A-vacancy,
B-vacancy, and A-interstitial defect lines, respectively.
As shown in Figure 7(a), these are the basis vectors
(axes) on the Y -constitutional cube, and each axis rep-
resents a single defect type at different concentrations in
the dilute ranges of isolated defects. As shown in Fig-
ure 7(a), the origin for the Y -constitutional cube, or the
A:B:Vaci end-member, corresponds to the defect-free AB
compound with the formation energy of ∆HAB

f . Other
end-members are obtained by extending the origin along
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FIG. 7. Mapping the composition and formation energy from a model convex hull (A-AB-B) to the constitutional cube of
a three-sublattice DEF model for A-vacancy, B-vacancy, and A-interstitial. Formation energies of defect-free AB (∆HAB) ,
defective AB with A-vacancy, defective AB with B-vacancy, and defective AB with A-interstitial are shown by the black square,
blue circle, brown diamond, and orange hexagon, respectively. The defect lines for A-vacancy, B-vacancy, and A-interstitial
are shown by the blue, brown, and orange lines, respectively. (a) Graphic representation of the mapping between XB on the
convex hull and the constitutional cube of the three-sublattice model (or Y -space cube). The XB composition on the AB-B
and A-AB sides maps into the green and pink regions of the Y -space cube, respectively. Lines on the constitutional cube that
are physically relevant to the individual defect lines on the convex hull are shown by the respective colors of the defect lines,
i.e., blue, brown, and orange for A-vacancy, B-vacancy, and A-interstitial. Projections of the constitutional cube into planes
defined by (b) y3

Ai = 0, (c) y1
vac = 1 and (d) y3

Ai = 1.

the three axes of Y -cube, corresponding to A:B:Ai for
A-interstitial axis, Vac:B:Vaci for A-vacancy axis, and
A:Vac:Vaci for B-vacancy axis. The DEF end-member
Gibbs energies for the AB binary compound with A-
vacancy, B-vacancy, and A-interstitial defects are

0GA:B:Vaci = µ0
A + µ0

B + 2∆HAB
f

0GA:Vac:Vaci =
0GA:B:Vaci +∆EB-vacancy

0GVac:B:Vaci =
0GA:B:Vaci +∆EA-vacancy

0GVac:Vac:Vaci =
0GA:B:Vaci +∆EB-vacancy +∆EA-vacancy

0GA:B:Ai = 0GA:B:Vaci +∆EAi

0GA:Vac:Ai = 0GA:B:Vaci +∆EB-vacancy +∆EAi

0GVac:B:Ai = 0GA:B:Vaci +∆EA-vacancy +∆EAi

0GVac:Vac:Ai = 0GA:B:Vaci +∆EB-vacancy

+∆EA-vacancy +∆EAi (15)

For a general binary compound ApBqwith a DEF sub-
lattie model of (A,Vac)p(B,Vac)q(Vac

i,Ai)m, the end-
member Gibbs energies are

0GA:B:Vaci = pµ0
A + qµ0

B + (p+ q)∆HAB
f
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FIG. 8. Mapping of the constitutional cube for the
(A,Vac)(B,Vac)(Vaci,Ai) DEF model, formed by (1 − y1

vac)-
(1 − y2

vac)-y
3
Ai , into the mole fraction composition XB . The

contour level planes in the constitutional cube are labeled
with corresponding XB values. Level planes for XB < 0.5
and XB ≥ 0.5 are colored red and green, respectively.

0GA:Vac:Vaci =
0GA:B:Vaci + q∆EB-vacancy

0GVac:B:Vaci =
0GA:B:Vaci + p∆EA-vacancy

0GVac:Vac:Vaci =
0GA:B:Vaci + q∆EB-vacancy + p∆EA-vacancy

0GA:B:Ai = 0GA:B:Vaci +m∆EAi

0GA:Vac:Ai = 0GA:B:Vaci + q∆EB-vacancy +m∆EAi

0GVac:B:Ai = 0GA:B:Vaci + p∆EA-vacancy +m∆EAi

0GVac:Vac:Ai = 0GA:B:Vaci + q∆EB-vacancy

+ p∆EA-vacancy +m∆EAi (16)

A similar DEF model for the B-interstitial defect,
(A,Vac)(B,Vac)(Vaci,Bi) is illustrated in Appendix Fig-
ure A1. The general recipe for constructing a typical
DEF model for neutral defects is provided in section IV.

III. DEFECT ENERGY FORMALISM FOR
CHARGED DEFECTS

For a compound with charged defects, the concentra-
tion of defects is controlled by the Fermi level through
the charge neutrality condition

0 = n− p−
∑
d,q

qdcd (17)

where n, p and cd are the concentration of free electrons,
holes, and defect d with a net charge of qd (e.g., +2 for a
doubly ionized donor with 2 electrons removed or -2 for
an acceptor with 2 electrons added), respectively. k and

T are the Boltzmann constant and temperature. n and p
are a function of the Fermi level, while cd is a function of
both the Fermi level and chemical potential. The concen-
tration of electrons and holes for non-degenerate semi-
conductors, with the Fermi level several kT below the
conduction band, follows the Boltzmann distribution72

n = Nc exp

(
−Ec − Ef

kT

)
p = Nv exp

(
−Ef − Ev

kT

) (18)

where Nv (Nc) is the effective density of states in the
valence (conduction) band, and Ef , Ec, and Ev denote
the Fermi level, the conduction band minimum, and the
valance band maximum energies, respectively. The ef-
fective density of states (per volume) in the valence and

conduction band are given by Nv = 2
(

2πm∗
hkT

h2

)3/2
and

Nc = 2
(

2πm∗
ekT

h2

)3/2
, where h is the Plank’s constant,

m∗
h and m∗

e are the effective masses of holes and electrons
at the valence band and conduction band edges, respec-
tively. Multiplying Nv and Nc in the volume per formula
unit of the compound, V0, counts the effective densities
per formula unit (e.g., see Ref.61,64), which we consider
in this work. Note that according to equation 18, the
product of n and p is constant and independent of Ef ,

given by np = NcNv exp
(
−Eg

kT

)
, where Eg = Ec −Ev is

the band gap of the defect-free compound.
The concentration of defect d in the dilute range, cd,

is given by the Arrhenius relation36

cqd = c0 exp

(
−
∆Hq

d

kT

)
(19)

where c0 denotes the concentration of possible defect
sites in the host compound and ∆Hq

d denotes the grand-
canonical formation energy for the defect d with a net
charge of q, which in addition to chemical potential de-
pends on Ef according to the following equation.

∆Hq
d = Eq

def − Epristine −
∑

∆Niµi + qEf (20)

Here, Eq
def and Epristine denote the energies of the de-

fective and pristine structures, respectively, where the
defective structure has a net charge of q. ∆Ni is the
number of atoms of species i added to or removed from
the defective structure (e.g., +1 for interstitials, -1 for
vacancies) and µi is the chemical potential of the species
i.
The equilibrium Fermi level, E∗

f , is uniquely deter-
mined by solving the charge neutrality condition of equa-
tion 17 for Ef . As shown in Figure 9(a), the equilibrium
Fermi level can be associated to a plane on the formation
energy convex hull in the composition-Fermi level space
(X − Ef ). The formation energy of defect d varies with
Ef with a slope of q according to equation 20. Therefore,
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FIG. 9. Formation energy convex hull in the composition-Fermi level space (X − Ef ). a) Graphical illustration of a typical
A-AB-B convex hull along the Fermi level and chemical composition. The A-AB-A convex hull, including the A+AB and
AB+B common tangent lines, is independent of the Fermi level because it consists of charge neutral compounds, resulting in
a flat extrusion of the A-AB-B hull along Ef . In contrast, the energy of a defected compound with a net charge q depends on
Ef and varies with a slope of q along Ef , as shown by shaded triangles. The absolute defect energy of defected AB (∆Ed) are
shown for A-vacancy with q = −1 and B-vacancy with q = +1. b) Graphical representation of unifying the electronic energy
reference for charge carriers and ionic defects. The convex hull at the equilibrium Fermi level (E∗

f ) is shifted to the intrinsic

Fermi level (Ei
f ). The chemical-potential-independent absolute defect energy is shifted by −qµe (see equation 25).

the charge state of defect d is implicitly determined by
E∗

f , where different charge states of a given defect d en-
ter the charge neutrality condition of equation 17. The
equilibrium Fermi level E∗

f is a measure of the chemical

potential of electrons at equilibrium, µe (i.e., µe = E∗
f )

73,
defined as the Gibbs energy required to add or remove
an electron from the compound.

We define the standard chemical potential for electrons
and holes, µ0

e and µ0
h, respectively, for the Fermi level

of the intrinsic case or a defect-free compound. There-
fore, µ0

e and µ0
h represent the Gibbs energy change for

creation of an electron and hole through the electron-
hole pair reaction (e- + h+ ←→ 0) in the absence of any
ionic defect. The electron-hole pair reaction implies that
µ0
e + µ0

h = 0 at equilibrium. The intrinsic Fermi level
is simply determined through n = p (see equation 17),
resulting in Ei

f = Ev+Ec

2 − kT
2 ln(Nc

Nv
). We consider the in-

trinsic Fermi level as the reference electronic energy in the
DEF framework because it corresponds to a defect-free
compound with a net charge of zero. This choice for the
reference electronic state is consistent with the choice for
the reference chemical state corresponding to the defect-
free compound (see section IIA). Setting Ei

f = 0 results

in Ec =
Eg

2 + kT
2 ln

(
Nc

Nv

)
and Ev = −Eg

2 + kT
2 ln

(
Nc

Nv

)
.

The standard chemical potential of an electron is the

Gibbs energy change due to adding an electron to the
conduction band minimum, with the energy term equal

to
Eg

2 + kT
2 ln

(
Nc

Nv

)
and the entropy contribution term

equal to −kT lnNc, corresponding to the selection of
an electron site among Nc available sites. Therefore,

µ0
e =

Eg

2 + kT
2 ln

(
Nc

Nv

)
− kT lnNc. Similarly, the stan-

dard chemical potential for a hole is equal to the energy
for removing an electron from the valence band with
an entropy term corresponding to selection of a can-
didate hole site among Nv available sites, resulting in

µ0
h =

Eg

2 −
kT
2 ln

(
Nc

Nv

)
− kT lnNv.

For the general case of a defected compound (non-
intrinsic, non-degenerate), the shift in the equilibrium
Fermi level E∗

f with respect to the intrinsic Fermi level

Ei
f , ∆Ef , measures the chemical potential of electrons

(∆Ef = µe) according to the following equation (rear-
rangement of equation 18)

n = Nc exp

(
−
Ec − (Ei

f +∆Ef )

kT

)

= Nc exp

(
−
(Ec − Ei

f )

kT

)
exp

(
− µe

kT

)
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→µe =

[
Eg

2
+

kT

2
ln

(
Nc

Nv

)
− kT ln(Nc)

]
+ kT lnn

→µe = µ0
e + kT lnn (21)

Similarly, the chemical potential of holes is given by
(∆Ef = −µh)

p = Nv exp

(
−
(Ei

f +∆Ef )− Ev

kT

)

= Nv exp

(
−
(Ei

f − Ev)

kT

)
exp

( µh

kT

)
→µh =

[
Eg

2
− kT

2
ln

(
Nc

Nv

)
− kT ln(Nv)

]
+ kT ln p

→µh = µ0
h + kT ln p (22)

Note that according to the above equation, µe+µh = 0 is

always satisfied, considering that np = NcNv exp
(
−Eg

kT

)
.

The DEF construction for defected phases with
charged defects includes an auxiliary sublattice to host
electronic constituents, including free electrons and holes.
Including the auxiliary sublattice besides the regular
atomic (or ionic) sublattices is essential for determin-
ing the concentration of charge carriers, as is usually
desired in the thermodynamic description of semicon-
ductors. Existing studies in the literature have used
the CEF both with or without including the charge car-
rier sublattice. The charge carrier sublattice represents
the electron reservoir and thus facilitates the exchange
of electrons to or from the regular atomic sublattices
in a grand-canonical description. The number of avail-
able sites (per formula unit of the compound) on the
free electron or hole sublattice are Nc and Nv, respec-
tively. Therefore, one may consider a DEF model with
separate sublattices for free electrons and holes such as
(A,Vac-1)(B,A+1)(Vac,e-)Nc

(Vac,h+)Nv
. However, this

representation makes the modeling complex asNc andNv

can vary with compositions or by adding new chemical
components to the system. Therefore, as recommended
by other CEF studies58,61,67, we set the number of sites
in the free electron and hole sublattices equal. Chen and
Hillert67 compensate for the incorrect number of sites in
the charge carrier sublattices by subtracting the terms
RT lnNc and RT lnNv from the Gibbs formation energy
of electrons and holes, respectively (see section 4 in Ref.67

for details). As shown in equation 21, these correction
terms have emerged in the derivation of µ0

e and µ0
h, and

are inherently embedded in the DEF formalism as de-
tailed below. Therefore, the DEF model can be simplified
to host free electrons and holes on a common sublattice
as (A,Vac-1)(B,A+1)(Vac,e-,h+).

The Gibbs energy per formula unit of the compound
with charged defects is defined similar to a compound
with neutral defects consisting of the surface of reference
energy, Gs.r., and the ideal mixing term for each sub-
lattice. The additional Gibbs energy terms due to the

charge carrier sublattice can be formulated as the follow-
ing (after section 4 in Ref.67)

Gfu =Gat
fu +Gax

fu

=Gat
fu +

=1︷ ︸︸ ︷∑∑
yiyj[(

0Gi:j:e- − 0Gi:j:vac)y
3
e-

+ (0Gi:j:h+ − 0Gi:j:vac)y
3
h+

]

+ kT
(
y3e- ln(y

3
e-) + y3h+

ln(y3h+
) + y3vac ln(y

3
vac)
)

=Gat
fu + y3e-

[
(0Gi:j:e- − 0Gi:j:vac) + kT ln(y3e-)

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
µe

+ y3h+

[
(0Gi:j:h+ − 0Gi:j:vac) + kT ln(y3h+

)
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
µh

+ kTy3vac ln(y
3
vac) (23)

where Gat
fu is the Gibbs energy for a DEF model that

only consists of the atomic sublattices (see equation 2)
and Gax

fu is the additional Gibbs energy due to the charge
carrier (or auxiliary) sublattice. i and j run over end-
members that are formed by the atomic sublattices only
and thus

∑∑
yiyj = 1. Additionally, in deriving equa-

tion 23, terms such as 0Gi:j:vac × yiyjy
3
vac are rearranged

as 0Gi:j:vac ×
[
yiyj(1− y3e- − y3h+

)
]

= 0Gi:j × yiyj(1) −
0Gi:j:vac×yiyj(y

3
e- +y3h+

), where the first term is incorpo-

rated into Gat
fu and the second term is embedded into Gax

fu .
Gat

fu is the Gibbs energy for a DEF without considering
the auxiliary charge carrier sublattice, and is given by
Gat

fu =
∑∑

0Gi:jyiyj + kT
∑

s

∑
k yk ln(yk). i and j run

over end-members that are formed by the atomic sublat-
tices only, s only runs over atomic sublattices, and k runs
over constituents of sublattice s. In the DEF formalism,
Gibbs energy of defective end-members describing ionic
defects with a non-zero net charge are parameterized as
the sum of neutral defect formation energy and the ion-
ization energy (as detailed below).
Within Gax

fu formulation, the chemical potential of free
electrons (µe) and holes (µh) naturally arise, directly
linking the DEF end-members with charge carriers to the
chemical potentials of electrons and holes. For example,
the term (0Gi:j:h+ − 0Gi:j:vac) + kT ln(y3h+

) in the DEF

Gibbs energy corresponds to µ0
h+ kT ln p in equation 21.

In deriving this equality, we use the following equation

p

Nv
=

(
p

Nv
Nv

)
1

Nv
=

 y3h+

y3h+
+ y3e- + y3vac︸ ︷︷ ︸

1

 1

Nv

kT ln(
p

Nv
) = kT ln y3h+

− kT lnNv → kT ln p = kT ln y3h+

(24)

The direct connection between the chemical potential of
electrons and holes and the DEF Gibbs energy formu-
lation implies that the end-member Gibbs energy value,
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(0Gi:j:h+ −0 Gi:j:vac), associated with formation of a hole,

is µ0
h. The mixing entropy term associated with the va-

cant sites on the auxiliary sublattice (last term in equa-
tion 23) approaches zero for low concentration of charge
carriers, when y3vac → 1 (limX→0(1−X) ln(1−X) = −X),
and thus can be neglected.

Considering separate sublattices for free electrons and
holes results in the same DEF Gibbs energy formulation
as using a common sublattice for both. For separate
sublattices, additional terms of the form (0Gi:j:e-:h+ −0

Gi:j:vac:vac) appear in the DEF Gibbs energy of equa-
tion 23. This term represents the Gibbs energy for
an electron-hole pair formation (e- + h+ ←→ 0),
which is equal to zero at thermal equilibrium, mak-
ing the Gibbs energy formulation the same as a sin-
gle sublattice hosting electrons and holes. Addi-
tionally, terms of the form yiyjy

3
vacy

4
vac

0Gi:j:vac:vac ap-
pear that can be rearranged as yiyj(1 − y3e-)(1 −
y4h+

)0Gi:j:vac:vac = yiyj
0Gi:j − yiyjy

3
e-
0Gi:j:vac:vac −

yiyjy
4
h+

0Gi:j:vac:vac + yiyj(y
3
e-y

3
h+

)0Gi:j:vac:vac, to give the

same formulation as for the common auxiliary sublattice
in equation 23. Note that the last term can be neglected
because both y3e- and y3h+

are small in the dilute range.

Within the DEF Gibbs energy formulation of equation
23, energy contributions associated with ionized atomic
defects must be relative to the reference electronic energy
state, same as charge carriers, which we defined as the
intrinsic Fermi level, Ei

f . Similar to unifying the chem-

ical energy reference line for neutral defects (see section
IIA), the formation energy of equation 20 must be shifted
by −q(E∗

f − Ei
f ) to unify the electronic energy reference

line (see Figure 9(b)). Accordingly, the absolute defect
energy of a defect d with a net charge of q with a unified
chemical and electronic reference state is defined as

∆Hq
d +

∑
Niµi︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆Eq
d

−q (E∗
f − Ei

f )︸ ︷︷ ︸
µe

= Eq
def − Epristine + q(Ei

f )

=

∆Eq
d︷ ︸︸ ︷

Eq
def − E∅

def︸ ︷︷ ︸
ionization energy

+ E∅
def − Epristine︸ ︷︷ ︸

neutral defect energy

+ q(Ev +
Eg

2
− kT

2
ln(

Nc

Nv
))

(25)

where E∅
def denotes the energy of the charge-neutral de-

fective compound. Typical DFT total energy calculations
directly compute the sum of neutral defect and ionization
energies. The intrinsic Fermi level is formulated in terms
of Ev and Eg, typically obtained from DFT calculations.
The defect energy on the right hand side of equation 25 is
independent of the equilibrium Fermi level and chemical
potential.

The chemical-potential and Fermi-level-independent
defect energy of equation 25 is directly connected to the
DEF end-member Gibbs energy. For example, consider
the (A,Vac-1)(B,A+1)(Vac,e-,h+) model, with a cationic

A-vacancy on the first atomic sublattice and an anionic
A-antisite on the second. The end-member A:A+1:Vac
associates with a defective compound with dilute an-
ionic A-antisite defects and its Gibbs energy equals
0GA:A+1:V ac =

0GA:B:V ac+(E+
A-antisite−Epristine)+(Ev+

Eg

2 −
kT
2 ln(Nc

Nv
)). The superposition principle is applied

to derive the Gibbs energy of end-members that include
both charged ionic defects in the atomic sublattices and
charge carriers in the auxiliary sublattice. For example,
0GA:A+1:e- =

0GA:B:V ac+(E+
A-antisite−Epristine)+ (Ev +

Eg

2 −
kT
2 ln(Nc

Nv
))+µ0

e = 0GA:B:V ac+∆E+
A-antisite+(Ev +

Eg).

A. AB compound with dilute charged A-vacancy
and B-vacancy

In the following section, we elaborate on mapping the
composition and defect formation energies onto the con-
stitutional space and Gibbs energy of the DEF model for
a compound with charged defects. To better understand
the importance of the auxiliary charge carrier sublattice
in the DEF model, we first consider a DEF model with-
out the auxiliary sublattice for the AB binary compound
with dilute charged vacancies, described by two ionic (or
atomic) sublattices (A,Vac-2)(B,Vac+2). The first and
second sublattices contain A and B substitutional sites,
respectively, hosting A, B, or charged vacancy defects.
As shown in Figure 10(a), the constitutional space (or Y -
space) forms a square with four end-members, described
by two axes, y1vac and y2vac, representing the site fractions
of A and B vacancies in the first and second sublattices,
respectively. Similar to neutral defects, each of the non-
parallel defect lines (A-vacancy and B-vacancy) intersect-
ing at the AB point on the convex hull forms one axis of
the Y constitutional square. Unlike neutral defects, the
charge neutrality condition imposes an additional con-
straint on the mapping between the composition space
(X) and the constitutional space of DEF (Y ).
The X-composition of A or B relates to the DEF

site fractions as per equation 11 similar to neutral de-
fects. However, enforcing charge neutrality constrains
the Y -space square into the neutrality line, where
y1vac = y2vac, as shown in Figure 10(a). Note that A:B
and Vac-2:Vac+2 end-members are charge-neutral, while
Vac-2:B and A:Vac+2 have a net charge. The neutral-
ity line restricts the mapping between X and Y to a
single point, XB = 1

2 , extending along the two charge-
neutral end members. No other point on the consti-
tutional square, including Vac-2:B and A:Vac+2, corre-
sponds to a physically relevant XB value for A-vacancy
and B-vacancy defect lines. As suggested by Rogal et
al33, one can use the (A,Vac-2)(B,Vac+2) model in a stan-
dard CEF framework to describe the Gibbs energy of de-
fected compounds (see section 3.2 in Ref.33). However,
there is no direct connection between the formation en-
ergies of charged defects projected on the convex hull
ends and the end-members of the (A,Vac-2)(B,Vac+2)
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FIG. 10. The DEF constitutional space with and without the auxiliary charge carrier sublattice. (a) The constitutional square
for the (A,Vac-2)(B,Vac+2) DEF model, mapped to the binary system composition, XB . The XB = 1 and XB = 0 lines
are shown in thick green and orange, respectively. Charge neutrality is only satisfied along the hatched black line. b) The
constitutional cube for the (A,Vac-2)(B,Vac+2)(Vac,e-,h+) DEF model, with basis axes (1−y1

vac), (1−y2
vac), (y

3
e- −y3

h+
). Charge

neutrality is satisfied across the orange plane. Contour lines for constant XB values are projected on the (y3
e- -y

3
h+

) = 0 plane.

The top ((y3
e- -y

3
h+

) = 1) and bottom ((y3
e- -y

3
h+

) = −1) planes contain end-members with free electrons and holes, respectively.
The four corners of the charge neutrality plane, marked in red, are physically connected to the absolute defect energy projections
on the convex hull at equilibrium Fermi energy.

model, as we aim to develop in DEF. The relevant con-
vex hull for defect formation energy projections is at the
equilibrium Fermi level, E∗

f , where charge carriers exist
at concentrations different from an intrinsic compound
(∆µe ̸= 0, see Figure 9(a)). Rogal et al.33 propose de-
termining the Gibbs energy of charged end-members by
considering their charge-neutral combinations (Kröger-
Vink approach). However, this requires data for neu-
tral combinations, which is computationally demanding
and becomes intractable with several competing combi-
nations.

Instead of the Kröger-Vink approach, we define an
auxiliary sublattice to host charge carriers, including
free electrons and holes. This method, used in the
literature61,64–69, represents the electron reservoir in the
grand canonical description. In section III, we estab-
lish a direct connection between the DEF end-members,
the absolute defect energy of isolated charged defects,
and the chemical potentials of charge carriers. The
DEF model with the auxiliary sublattice is described as
(A,Vac-2)(B,Vac+2)(Vac,e-,h+), where the third sublat-
tice can host vacancies, free electrons, or holes. The aux-
iliary sublattice adds a new degree of freedom, y3e- − y3h+

,

representing the excess electrons as the difference be-
tween the site fractions of electrons and holes. Note that
the concentrations of electrons and holes are interdepen-

dent through np = NcNv exp
(
−Eg

kT

)
(see equation 18).

The resulting constitutional space is a cube, as shown
in Figure 10(b). The charge neutrality condition con-
strains the Y -space cube to the neutrality plane, given
by y3e- − y3h+

+ 2× y1vac − 2× y2vac = 0 (see equation 17).

The projection of the charge neutrality plane onto the

(y3e- − y3h+
) = 0 plane includes any combination of y1vac

and y2vac. Thus, adding the charge carrier (auxiliary)
sublattice allows exploring any y1vac and y2vac combina-
tion, subject to the constraint that their net charge is
balanced by free electrons and holes, as defined by the
charge neutrality plane. This enables direct mapping of
the complete range of XB values on the convex hull to
the DEF Y -space, as shown in Figure 11.

As shown in Figure 11(a), The constitutional cube has
12 end-members at the corners of the three planes defined
by (y3e- -y

3
h+

) = −1, 0, 1. The top plane corresponds to

y3e- = 1 and y3h+
= 0, and the bottom plane to y3e- = 0 and

y3h+
= 1, each allowing any combination of y1vac and y2vac.

The auxiliary sublattice on the top plane is occupied by
free electrons (y3e- = 1), and on the bottom plane by holes

(y3h+
= 1). Free electron occupation implies y3e- = 1 or

n = 1, resulting in kT lnn = 0 or µe = µ0
e (see equation

22), making the Gibbs energy of top plane end-members
include µ0

e for free electron formation. The same ap-
plies to the bottom plane for holes. The middle plane
has end-members with no charge carriers. Four of the 12
end-members correspond to physically relevant dilute de-
fects: A:B:Vac and Vac-2:Vac+2:Vac on the middle plane,
A:Vac+2:e- on the top plane, and Vac-2:B:h+ on the bot-
tom plane. For example, the A:Vac+2:e- end-member de-
scribes the creation of a positively charged ionic defect by
exchanging free electrons with the reservoir in the grand-
canonical description. As shown in Figure 11(b), the
chemical-potential Fermi-level-independent defect ener-
gies of equation 25 are directly mapped to these four
end-members. The Gibbs energy of other end-members
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is obtained by decomposing the Gibbs energy of multi-
defected, physically connected end-members using the
superposition principle. For example, the multi-defected
A:Vac+2:e- end-member can be decomposed into two in-
dependent defective end-members: A:Vac+2:Vac, which
includes the charged ionic defect, and A:B:e-, which in-

cludes the free electron.
The end-member Gibbs energy for a general DEF

model (A,Vac-q)α(B,Vac
+q)β(Vac,e

-)(Vac,h+), assuming
m∗

e ≈ m∗
h → Nc ≈ Nv, is formulated based on the ab-

solute defect energies of the defective and pristine com-
pounds (per atom) as follows

0GA:B:Vac = αµ0
A + βµ0

B + (α+ β)∆HAB
f

0GA:B:e- =
0GA:B:Vac + (Ev + Eg)

0GA:B:h+ = 0GA:B:Vac + (Ev + Eg)

0GVac-q:B:Vac =
0GA:B:Vac + α

(
∆EV ac−q

A
− q(Ev +

Eg

2
)

)
0GVac-q:B:e- =

0GA:B:Vac + α

(
∆EV ac−q

A
− q(Ev +

Eg

2
)

)
+ (Ev + Eg)

0GVac-q:B:h+ = 0GA:B:Vac + α

(
∆EV ac−q

A
− q(Ev +

Eg

2
)

)
+ (Ev + Eg)

0GA:Vac+q:Vac =
0GA:B:Vac + β

(
∆EV ac+q

B
+ q(Ev +

Eg

2
)

)
0GA:Vac+q:e- =

0GA:B:Vac + β

(
∆EV ac+q

B
+ q(Ev +

Eg

2
)

)
+ (Ev + Eg)

0GA:Vac+q:h+ = 0GA:B:Vac + β

(
∆EV ac+q

B
+ q(Ev +

Eg

2
)

)
+ (Ev + Eg)

0GVac-q:Vac+q:Vac =
0GA:B:Vac + α

(
∆EV ac−q

A
− q(Ev +

Eg

2
)

)
+ β

(
∆EV ac+q

B
+ q(Ev +

Eg

2
)

)
0GVac-q:Vac+q:e- =

0GA:B:Vac + α

(
∆EV ac−q

A
− q(Ev +

Eg

2
)

)
+ β

(
∆EV ac+q

B
+ q(Ev +

Eg

2
)

)
+ (Ev + Eg)

0GVac-q:Vac+q:h+ = 0GA:B:Vac + α

(
∆EV ac−q

A
− q(Ev +

Eg

2
)

)
+ β

(
∆EV ac+q

B
+ q(Ev +

Eg

2
)

)
+ (Ev + Eg)

(26)

The DEF end-member Gibbs energies from equation 26
can be plugged into equation 23 to obtain the Gibbs en-
ergy per formula unit of the defective compound.

IV. THE GENERAL RECIPE FOR
CONSTRUCTING DEFECT ENERGY

FORMALISM

The general procedure for constructing a typical DEF
model for neutral defects is as follows:

• Defect lines and defect formation energy projections
on the convex hull : Plot the desired defective com-
pounds on the formation energy convex hull. Each
defective compound corresponds to a point on the
convex hull diagram. The line connecting this point
to the defect-free compound point is the defect line
(see Ref.70). Draw the Nd non-parallel defect lines
for Nd different defects.

• DEF constitutional Y -space: Construct the consti-
tutional space for the DEF model using the Nd de-
fect lines as the orthogonal basis. The origin repre-
sents the defect-free compound, and each basis vec-
tor corresponds to a defect line. Each axis indicates
the site fraction of the corresponding defect on its
host sublattice. The end-members are points with
site fraction values of 0 or 1 along each axis. Note
that the Nd degrees of freedom, associated with
fractions of defects (or secondary constituents), can
be hosted on Nd sublattices or fewer. For example,
two defects (e.g., A-vacancy and B-antisite) can be
defined on the first sublattice.

• DEF end-members’ Gibbs energy : The Gibbs en-
ergy of the origin point in the Y -space equals
the formation energy of the defect-free compound,
which also serves as the reference state for chemical
energy. The Gibbs energy of other end-members,
formed by translating the origin using defect line
vectors, is the sum of the defect-free compound
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FIG. 11. Mapping the composition and formation energy from a model convex hull (A-AB-B) to the constitutional space of
a three-sublattice DEF model (A,Vac-2)(B,Vac+2)(Vac,e-,h+). Formation energies of the defect-free AB, defective AB with
A-vacancy, and defective AB B-vacancy are represented by the black square, blue circle, and brown diamond, respectively.
The defect lines for A-vacancy and B-vacancy are shown by the blue and brown lines, respectively. The defective compound
contains charged defects, determined by the equilibrium Fermi level. (a) Graphic representation of the mapping between XB

composition on the convex hull and the constitutional space (Y -space). The XB on the AB-B and A-AB sides maps into the
green and pink regions of the Y -space, respectively. The charge neutrality plane is illustrated in orange. Lines in the Y -space
that are physically relevant to the defect lines on the convex hull are shown in blue and brown. DEF end-members are depicted
by black circles on the constitutional cube. Red marks indicate end-members directly connected to the formation energies on
the convex hull. (b) Graphic representation of mapping the chemical potential and Fermi-level-independent defect energies
onto DEF end-members’ Gibbs energies at the corners of the charge neutrality plane.

Gibbs energy and the absolute defect energy of the
corresponding defects. Note that the number of
independent DEF parameters equals Nd.

The general procedure for constructing a typical DEF
model for charged defects is as follows:

• Identify the intrinsic Fermi level : The intrinsic
Fermi level Ei

f is typically identified from DFT cal-
culations of the valence band maximum and band
gap energies using the formula Ei

f = Ev + Eg/2 −
kT/2 ln(Nc

Nv
).

• Ionic defect lines projections on the convex hull :
The ionic defect lines with charge q are con-
structed on the convex hull associated with Ei

f .
The chemical-potential-independent defect energies
projected on the convex hull are adjusted by adding

qEi
f to yield the chemical-potential-Fermi-level-

independent defect energies (see equations 6 and
25).

• DEF construction of atomic and auxiliary sublat-
tices: The DEF model is decomposed into atomic
and charge carrier sublattices. The origin of the
constitutional space represents the defect-free com-
pound, with each basis vector corresponding to a
defect line. An additional basis axis describes the
net concentration of free electrons and holes on the
auxiliary sublattice. This model consists of Nd + 1
degrees of freedom: Nd for the number of ionic de-
fects and one for the charge carriers.

• DEF end-members Gibbs energy : The Gibbs energy
of end-members formed by the atomic sublattices is
connected to their corresponding ionic defect ener-
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gies on the convex hull using the same procedure as
for neutral defects. The defect-free compound (i.e.,
the origin) serves as the reference state for chemi-
cal and electronic energies. Note that defect forma-
tion energies include the additional electronic work
term, qdE

i
f . The Gibbs energy of end-members on

the auxiliary sublattice is connected to the intrinsic
chemical potential of electrons and holes in a non-
degenerate, defect-free compound. The reference
chemical potentials of electrons and holes, µ0

e and
µ0
h, are added to the Gibbs energy of end-members

containing free electrons and holes.
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Appendix A: Notes on DEF End-member Gibbs energy

In a recent study, we derived the DEF end-member Gibbs energy directly from DFT supercell energy calculations71.
In Ref.71, end-members containing defects were defined by scaling the difference between the pristine supercell and
the defective supercell to arrive at a stoichiometry containing the same composition as the end-member (see Eq. 12
in Ref.71). In this section, we show that the general derivation presented in this paper can be reformatted to arrive
at the same formulation as Ref.71.

For a B-vacancy defect in ApBq, represented by the (A)p(Va)q end-member, the general derivation presented in
this paper gives the Gibbs energy as (see equation 13)

0GA:Vac =
0GA:B + q∆EB-vac = pµ0

A + qµ0
B + (p+ q)∆Hp

f + qEdef − qEprinstine

Reformatting the supercell total energy by the formation energy defined in equation 4 results in
Eprinstine

l = (p +

q)∆Hp
f + pµ0

A + qµ0
B . Substituting this equality gives the end-member Gibbs energy as

0GA:Vac =
0GA:B +∆EB-vac =

Eprinstine

l
+ qEdef − qEprinstine = qEdef −

ql − 1

l
Eprinstine

Eq. 12 in Ref.71 presents the above equation for q = 1 and l = 32.
Similarly, for an A-interstitial defect represented by the (A)p(B)q(A

i)m end-member, we can reformat the end-
member Gibbs energy of equation 16 in terms of total supercell energies of defective and pristine compounds as the
following

0GA:B:A = 0GA:B:Vac +m∆EA-interstitial =
Eprinstine

l
+mEdef −mEprinstine = mEdef −

ml − 1

l
Eprinstine
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Appendix B: (A,Vac)(B,Vac)(Vaci,Bi) Model

a)

0

A:Vac:Vaci

1-yvac
1

1-yvac
2 

Vac:Vac:Vaci

A:B:Vaci

Vac:B:Vaci

yBi
3 

Vac:B:Bi

Vac:Vac:Bi
A:Vac:Bi

A:B:Bi

b)

FIG. A1. (a) Graphic representation of the mapping between XB composition on the convex hull and the constitutional cube
of the three-sublattice model (Y -space cube). The XB composition on the AB-B and A-AB sides maps into the green and
pink regions of the Y -space cube, respectively. Lines on the constitutional cube relevant to the defect lines on the convex hull
are shown in the respective colors: blue for A-vacancy, brown for B-vacancy, and orange for B-interstitial. (b) Mapping of the
constitutional cube for the (A,Vac)(B,Vac)(Vaci,Bi) DEF model, (1− y1

vac)-(1− y2
vac)-y

3
Ai , into the composition XB . Contour

planes in the constitutional cube are labeled with corresponding XB values. Contour planes for XB < 0.5 and XB ≥ 0.5 are
colored red and green, respectively.
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